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1. Let me tell you one of the earliest disasters in my career as a teacher. (Para. 1)

Let me tell you one of the unhappy experiences I had when I first became a teacher (in the first days

of my teaching career).

disaster: �� !"#$ a complete failure�� !"#$%

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123456,789:;��<=>?"@

�� !"#$%

2. ... I was fresh out of graduate school starting my first semester at the University of

Kansas City. (Para. 1)

... I had just completed my graduate studies and begun teaching at the University of Kansas City.

�� 1939�� !"#$%&'()*+,-.)/012345�+

to be fresh out of/from sth.: to have just come from a particular place or experience; to have just

finished your education or training

e.g. a student fresh out of law school

people fresh from their holidays
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3. Part of the student body was a beanpole with hair on top who came into my class, sat

down, folded his arms, and looked at me as if to say “All right, teach me something.”

(Para. 1)

part of the student body: �� ! one of the students�

body: ��� !"#��������

the student body: all the students of the university

beanpole: a pole farmers use as a support for beans in vegetable gardens, �� !"a tall and

thin person�� !"#

a beanpole with hair on top: �� !"# $%&'(�� !�"#$%�� !"

�� !"#$%$&'()*�� !"#$�� !"#$%&'()*+,

as if to say: as if�� !"#$�� !"#$%&�� !" #��

He looked as if (he was) certain of success.

She opened her mouth as if trying to say something.

4. Three weeks later he came into my office with his hands on his hips. “Look,” he said,

“I came here to be a pharmacist. Why do I have to read this stuff?” (Para. 1)

�� !"�#$%&'()*��� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0

Question: What does the sentence show about the student?

He didn’t know colleges and universities are not only for knowledge learning and skill training but

also for mental and moral development, thinking that since he was a pharmacy major, he would

only learn the knowledge and skill necessary for a pharmacist. So he had come to challenge his

instructor, like a customer questioning about the goods or service he had bought.

Question: Why did he have to take a course on literature?

Because college students in the United States are required to take a number of courses in areas other

than their major.

5. And not having a book of his own to point to, he pointed to mine which was lying on

the desk. (Para. 1)

not having a book of his own to point to: �� !"#$%&'()*#+�� !"�

�� to point to�� !�� to have�� book�

����� !"#$%&' not doing��� doing not�

6. New as I was to the faculty, I could have told this specimen a number of things. (Para. 2)

New as I was: Though I was new... �as��� !"#$"%&'���� !�� !��

Strange as it may seem, he never really wants to be rich.

new to sth.: not yet familiar with sth. because you have only just started, arrived, etc.

could have told: �� !"��� !"#$�� !"#$

this specimen: �� a particular type of person��� !"#$%&
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7. I could have pointed out that he had enrolled, not in a drugstore-mechanics school, but

in a college and that at the end of his course he meant to reach for a scroll that read

Bachelor of Science. (Para. 2)

I could have told him that he was  not getting training for a job in a technical school but doing a

B.S. (Bachelor of Science) at a university.

to mean to do sth.: to intend to do sth.

to reach for sth.: to try to get/obtain sth.

a scroll that read: a piece of paper which said...

8. It would certify that he had specialized in pharmacy, but it would further certify that

he had been exposed to some of the ideas mankind has generated within its history.

(Para. 2)

The B.S. certificate would indicate/prove that the holder had special training in pharmacy, but it

would also show that he/she had been introduced to  some great ideas in the history of human

civilization. �� !"# $%&'()*+,-.�/012345# $6*7,

�� !"#$%&'()*&+,-

to certify: to state officially, especially in writing

e.g. This is to certify that Mr. Wang Wei worked for IBM Beijing Office from January 1998

to June 2000.

�� I hereby certify that the above information is true and correct.

to specialize (in): �� !, �� !"#$

Professor Zhang specializes in British poetry.

Here is a restaurant that specializes in seafood.

You need to have an overall picture. You shouldn’t try to specialize too early.

to be exposed to sth.: to be introduced to sth., to get familiar with sth., to be given experience of;

to be made to come in contact with sth. �� �� !"#��

e.g. Will the children ever be exposed to a reasonably penetrating idea at home? (Para. 6)

The students are exposed to many different cultures at the university.

We should expose our young people to all kinds of social problems.

mankind: ���� !"#$%&'()�� !"# humanity�

to generate: to produce; to cause to exist or happen ��

e.g. to generate electricity/heat/power/interest/hatred/prejudice/ideas

9. That is to say, he had not entered a technical training school but a university and in

universities students enroll for both training and education. (Para. 2)

to enroll: to officially arrange to join a school, university or course, or arrange for someone else

to do so

�� enroll�� !"#$ !"�enrol�� !"#$%&'( )*&'( +��
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There are 100 people enrolled in the Western Civilization class.

He enrolled in a Management course.

Question: What is meant by “education” here?

It means to learn to develop one’s mental and moral power, as compared with training, which is

preparation for a job, or a career.

10. I could have told him all this, but it was fairly obvious he wasn’t going to be around

long enough for it to matter. (Para. 3)

I didn’t actually say all this to him, because it was quite clear that he would not stay very long and

wouldn’t have the time to understand what I wanted to tell him (it wouldn’t be important whether

or not I told him what university education was for.)

to be around: to be present in a place

to matter (to sb.): to be important or have an important effect �� �� 

e.g. It doesn’t matter whether he agrees or not. My mind is made up.

Does it matter if I write in pencil?

Question: What do the two “it”s refer to here?

The first “it” is an introductory/anticipatory “it” while the second refers to “whether I told him all

this”.

11. “For the rest of your life,” I said, “your days are going to average out to about twenty-

four hours.” (Para. 4)

to average out to: (informal) to come to an average, especially after being higher or lower �� 

e.g. Meals at the university average out to about 10 yuan a day.

Their income averages out to 5,000 yuan a month.

�� ! 24�� �� !"#$%&'�� !"#$%&'()*�� !"#$

�� !"#$%&

12. They will be a little shorter when you are in love, and a little longer when you are out

of love, but the average will tend to hold. (Para. 4)

to hold (= hold good): to remain true or valid; to apply�� ��

in/out of love: “in/out of...” �� !"#$%�� /�� !"#$�� �� !�

�� !"#$%&'()*+,�� !"�� !"�� !"#�� !"#$ in/out

of trouble, in/out of touch, in/out of business, in/out of school, in/out of the army�� �� 

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-

13. For eight of these hours, more or less, you will be asleep. (Para. 4)

more or less: �� !�� ! approximately (�� ��)���

She works 12 hours a day, more or less.
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�� !"# more or less � basically, essentially, almost�� !�� !�� !��

He more or less started the firm.

The place is more or less as it was last year.

14. You will see to it that the cyanide stays out of the aspirin, that the bull doesn’t jump

the fence, or that your client doesn’t go to the electric chair as a result of your

incompetence. (Para. 5)

to see to it that: to make sure that

e.g. I should have seen to it that she was told.

Can you see to it that all the invitations are delivered today?

�� !"# that�� !"#$ it�� !"�� it�� !"#$

to go to the electric chair: to be punished by being killed on the electric chair, that is, by passing

electricity through the body

Question: For what professions should these performance standards be set?

For a pharmacist, or an engineer, or a lawyer. As a pharmacist, you should at least make sure that

your medicine is not mixed up with poison. If you are an engineer, you should at least be able to

make a fence to keep out wild animals. If you become a lawyer, you should at least make sure an

innocent person is not sentenced to death because you do not know how to defend your client.

15. Along with everything else, they will probably be what puts food on your table, supports

your wife, and rears your children. (Para. 5)

In addition to all other things (such as satisfaction) these professions offer, they provide you with

a living so that you can support a family�wife and children.

along with: in addition to

what puts food on your table: �� !"#what�� !"#$%�� how you make a

living�what�� the thing that�

16. They will be your income, and may it always suffice. (Para. 5)

to suffice: to be enough

may it always suffice: I hope your income will always be enough. �� !"#$%&'()

�� may�� !"�� !"#$%&'()*+,���

Long may all good people live!

May all your dreams come true.

Question: What do “they” and “it” refer to?

“They” refers to the jobs while “it” refers to your income.

17. ... What do you do with those other eight hours? (Para. 6)

to do with: (in question with “what”) to take action with regard to
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e.g. What shall I do with these papers?

She didn’t know what to with such a naughty boy.

18. Will the children ever be exposed to a reasonably penetrating idea at home? (Para. 6)

Will your children ever hear you talk about something profound at home? �� !"#!$%

�� !"#$%&'()*

reasonably: to a degree that is fairly good but not very good �� !"#

e.g. The car is in reasonably good condition.

Our university is not one of the top ten, but reasonably well known both at home and

abroad.

penetrating idea: an idea that requires the ability of understanding clearly and deeply (showing

the ability to understand things quickly and completely) �� !"#��

19. Will you be presiding over a family that maintains some contact with the great

democratic intellect? (Para. 6)

Will you be head of a family who brings up the kids in a democratic spirit?

to preside over: to be the head of, used here humorously�� ��

to maintain contact with: to keep in touch with, used here figuratively �� !"��

the great democratic intellect: the great democratic thinking

20. Will there be a book in the house? (Para. 6)

Question: What kind of book is meant here?

A serious book (not just a popular work of fiction ).

21. Will there be a painting a reasonably sensitive man can look at without shuddering?

(Para. 6)

reasonably sensitive: not too sensitive, but tolerably sensitive �� !"#$%&'(

without shuddering: without being shocked, used here humorously

Question: What kind of paintings is meant here?

A painting that shows some taste in you.

22. this particular pest... (Para. 7)

pest: (informal) an annoying person or a thing �� !"#$

23. Me, I’m out to make money. (Para. 7)

to be out to do sth./for sth.: to be trying to get or do sth. �� !"#�� !"

e.g. The company is out to break into the European market.

Look out for such end-of-year sales. These shops are out to trick you into buying what

you don’t need.
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24. “I hope you make a lot of it,” I told him, “because you’re going to be badly stuck for

something to do when you’re not signing checks.” (Para. 8)

to be stuck for sth.: not to know what to do in a particular situation �� !"�� 

e.g. In the middle of the speech, he was stuck for words (= he didn’t know how to go on).

signing checks: paying for what you’ve bought by signing checks �� ��� !"#$%

credit card�

Question: What does the sentence mean?

I hope you will make a lot of money so that you’ll at least have something to do to keep yourself

busy: signing checks. Otherwise you wouldn’t know what to do with all your idle time since you

have no other interest.

�� !"#$%&'()*+,!"-./0123456'6789:;<=>?@

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0%1234567

25. ... and I am here to tell you that the business of the college is not only to train you but

to put you in touch with what the best human minds have thought. (Para. 9)

to be here to do sth.: to be here in order to do sth.

e.g. We’re all here to serve you.

business: a duty �� �� ��

e.g. He said it was the teacher’s business to make children learn.

to put sb. in touch with sth.: to make sb. understand or get familiar with sth.

����� !"#$% to expose sb. to sth. �� !

what the best human minds have thought: �� !"#$%what�� !"#$%��

�the ideas, opinions and thinking of the best philosophers, scientists, writers and artists in human

history�

26. If you have no time for Shakespeare, for a basic look at philosophy, for the continuity

of the fine arts, for that lesson of man’s development we call history����� then you have

no business being in college. (Para. 9)

If you don’t want to improve your mind and broaden your horizon by studying a little literature,

philosophy, the fine arts and history, you shouldn’t be here at college.

Shakespeare: �� Shakespeare’s works�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./12��

��Read Homer...��

the fine arts: those arts such as painting and sculpture that are chiefly concerned with producing

beautiful rather than useful things ��

lesson: an experience which acts as a warning to you or an example from which you should learn

�� !"#$�� !"#$%&'()

that lesson of man’s development we call history: �� !"#$%&'()*+,-.
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�� !"#$%&' that lesson of man’s development ��  call �� !history �� 

�� !

man: ��� !�"the human race

e.g. According to Darwin’s theory, man is related to all animal life.

This is the greatest of discoveries known to man.

to have no business doing sth./have no business to do sth.: to have no right to do sth., shouldn’t

have been/be doing sth. �� !"

e.g. You have no business telling people what to do.

He has no business going through her private things.

27. You are on your way to being that new species of mechanized savage, the push-button

Neanderthal. (Para. 9)

on the/one’s way to: on the point of experiencing or achieving; soon becoming

e.g. She is on the way to becoming a full professor.

Mary is well on her way to a nervous breakdown.

���to�� !"#$%&'�� �!"#

new species of mechanized savage: new type of humans who are primitive and uncivilized

although they can work machines �� !"#$%&'()

the push-button Neanderthal: �� !"#$%&'()*++,-./012"

28. Our colleges inevitably graduate a number of such life forms, but it cannot be said that

they went to college; rather the college went through them�����without making contact.

(Para. 9)

Our colleges always produce such people. We cannot help that. But we can’t say that these people

have received a proper college education. It is more accurate to say that these college years have

just passed them by without leaving anything on them.

to graduate: �� !"#$%&'� to give a student a degree or diploma��� !"#

�� !"#$%&

life forms: used sarcastically, implying that they are not properly educated, normal human beings

who can think and reason �� �� !"#$%&'()*

to go through (a person): like food passing through the body without being digested �� !

�� !"#$�� !"#$%&

29. No one gets to be a human being unaided. (Para. 10)

No one can become a true human being without the help of education �� !"#$%&'

�� !"#$%&'()*

to get to be/do sth.: to reach the point at which you are, feel, know, etc. sth. �� !"#$%
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(�� !"#$)

 e.g. Once you get to know her better, you’ll find she is compassionate at heart.

�� His absent-mindedness is getting to be a big problem.

�� No one can figure out how he got to be so rich.

a human being: �� !a civilized person, a human being in the true sense��� !"

�� 

unaided: without any help

30. There is not time enough in a single lifetime to invent for oneself everything one needs

to know in order to be a civilized human. (Para. 10)

To become a civilized person, you need to know many things, and you cannot find out everything

by yourself, because your life is too short.

a single lifetime: the time during which a person is alive

a civilized human: �� !"��� 

31. You pass the great stone halls of, say, M.I.T., and there cut into the stone are the names

of the scientists. (Para. 11)

If you pass the great stone hall of a university, M.I.T. for example, you’ll see the names of the

scientists carved in stone. They are for people to remember.

M.I.T.: Massachusetts Institute of Technology�� !�� !"#

say: �� !"#$%&�� “for example”�

there cut into the stone are the names of the scientists: �� !�� “the names of

scientists”�

32. The chances are that few, if any, of you will leave your names to be cut into those stones.

(Para. 11)

Quite likely few of you (probably none at all) will become great scientists and have your names

cut into those stones.

(the) chances are: quite likely �� !"#$%&'(�� !"#

e.g. The chances are that he will be looking for a new job soon.

33. Yet any of you who managed to stay awake through part of a high school course in

physics, knows more about physics than did many of those great scholars of the past.

(Para. 11)

to manage to do sth.: to succeed in doing sth. especially sth. that needs a lot of efforts or skill

e.g. I managed to finish the work before the deadline.

to stay awake: to keep/remain awake
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�� stay�� !"#$%&'()$*+$,-%./01235 ��  “to stay out

of the aspirin”�

know more about physics than did many...: than�� !"#$ !%&'()"*+,

��

34. You know more because they left you what they knew, because you can start from what

the past learned for you. (Para. 11)

what the past learned for you: what people in the past learned and passed on to you

Questions: Why do students today know more about physics than did many of those great

scholars of the past? Are they more talented than people in the past?

They know more because scholars in the past have left their knowledge to them. They can see

farther because they are standing on the past scholars’ shoulders.

35. And as this is true of the techniques of mankind, so it is true of mankind’s spiritual

resources. (Para. 12)

This is true with techniques. This is also true with our spiritual resources. �� !"#$%&

���� !"#$%&'()*+

as... so...: ��  !��� !"#�� !"#$%&'()&*+,-.)/01

“as” � “so” �� !"#

e.g. As the body needs regular exercise, so does the mind need to be refreshed from time

to time.

to be true of: to apply to ��� !"�� 

e.g. The script of the film is superb. The same is true of the acting.

Romance may have gone out of marriage. This is true of many couples.

36. When you have read a book, you have added to your human experience. (Para. 12)

When you have read a book, you have enriched your life.

to add to: to increase��

e.g. The bad weather added to our difficulties on the trip.

Their laughter added to her embarrassment.

37. Read Homer and your mind includes a piece of Homer’s mind. (Para. 12)

��and�� !"#$%&'� �� �� !!"� �� !"#$%&'()or�

or else�otherwise ���� �� !""#���

Take a taxi and you will get there in time.

Stop shouting, or you will wake up the neighbors.

a piece of Homer’s mind: some of Homer’s thoughts or ideas.
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38. Through books you can acquire at least fragments of the mind and experience of Virgil,

Dante, Shakespeare����� the list is endless. (Para. 12)

the list is endless: There are too many of them. I can’t list them all.

39. For a great book is necessarily a gift; it offers you a life you have not the time to live

yourself, and it takes you into a world you have not the time to travel in literal time.

(Para. 12)

�� !"#$�% &'((

necessarily: as a natural result  ���“not necessarily” ��� !"#

in literal time: in reality�� !"#$�� !"

40. A civilized mind is, in essence, one that contains many such lives and many such

worlds. (Para. 12)

Basically, an educated person knows many such lives and worlds by reading a lot.

in essence: basically, by nature �� !�� 

e.g. He is in essence an outgoing person.

In essence, they are demanding the right to equal opportunity.

41. If you are too much in a hurry, or too arrogantly proud of your own limitations, to accept

as a gift to your humanity some pieces of the minds of Aristotle, or Chaucer, or Einstein,

you are neither a developed human nor a useful citizen of a democracy. (Para. 12)

�� !"#$%&'()*+",-./0�too... to...�� !"�#$%&'(

neither... nor...�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012345)6789:;<

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-."!/01*2345667456689,:;

accept�� !"#$%� &' as a gift �� to your humanity�� !"#$%&

gift�

If you are too much in a hurry: If you are too anxious to leave school early (so that you can start

to make money)

(or if you are) too arrogantly proud of your own limitations: (or if you are) too stupidly proud

of your plans which actually show your limitations

accept as a gift to your humanity some pieces of the mind of Aristotle,...: to accept some of the

thinking of Aristotle,... as something that will help cultivate (��) in you the quality of being a

human

developed human: educated or civilized human being, developed intellectually, culturally and

morally
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useful citizen of a democracy: By definition, a useful citizen of a democracy has to be well

educated because democracy means all citizens will take part in the decision-making of the

country.

42. He might have said that no one would ever manage to become human if they hadn’t

read about it. (Para. 13)

might have said...: �� !"#$%&'()*+&,

to become human: to become a real human being,  deserve to be called a human being

43. I speak, I’m sure, for the faculty of the liberal arts college and for the faculties of the

specialized schools as well, when I say that a university has no real existence and no

real purpose except as it succeeds in putting you in touch, both as specialists and as

humans, with those human minds your human mind needs to include. (Para. 14)

liberal arts college:�� !"#$ %

the specialized schools: departments of a university that teach particular subject or skill, e.g.

medical/law/business school, etc.

both as specialists and as humans: “specialists” here mean people who have acquired some

practical skills for a particular profession; “humans” mean civilized creatures with the ability to

think.

44. The faculty, by its very existence, says implicitly: “We have been aided by many people,

and by many books, in our attempt to make ourselves some sort of storehouse of

human experience.” (Para. 14)

We need the faculty because these teachers have a lot of human experience to pass on to young

students, and they are able to do so because they have been helped by many people and many books

in the past.

45. “We are here to make available to you, as best we can, that expertise.” (Para. 14)

Our role/job/task is to do our best to provide such knowledge for you.

��make�� !that expertise�available�� !"#$%&'%()*+,-.$%

�� !"#$%expertise�� !"#$%&$'()*+),-./01%23%4

�� !"
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�� !�� !"

����������������� ��� 

�� !"#$$�%&'()*+,-./012345678%1940�1�� !"#$

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-.)/0123456-.)�"789":;<=>#?

�� !"#$%& '()*+,- ./0123+0456789:;0<$-=>?@A

��� !"#$%&'���� !"#$%&'()*+,-��� !"#$%&'()*+

�� !"#$%���� ��� !��� !"#$%&'()*�+,-. /01!��

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./!01

�� !"#$%& '()*+,-./0123 4)*56%789:;<=>?@

�� !"#$%&'()"*"+,-./012'345$67890&:;"<"=$%

�� !�� !"#$%&'�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01&'()23,45

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0"1,#234.5,#678)978:.8;<

�� !"#$%&�� '()*+

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-.#/01234+567�89:;<=

�� !"#$%&' ()*+,-./#012345678�� !"#$%&�� 

�� !"#$%&'()*+,- ./0� 123456/� 17289:5;$%<

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01234��

��� !"#$%&'($)*+,-./0012./00345678')*9:;.

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-%&'(./0123%&'456789:;<=:>?

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-�./0123456789:;<=>?@AB"CD%

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123''4567$89 :9;#<=>?$@

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012 ,-345)$67.8%9:;<67=>

�� ��

��� !"#$%&'()* +,-./0123456789+:;<=<>?@!$

�� !"#$%&'()*+,- )./0123*456789):;)<=>- ?@

�� !"#$%&'()*�+,-./!0123456789:�;</1234=>?

�� !"#$%&' ()*+,-./012 345��

�� !"#$%&'(%)*+,-./0'�� !"�� !��� !"#��$%&

�� !"#$%&'&"()*&+,-.��

��� !"#$%&��� !"#��� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01233.

3 �� AAAAA �� (Translation of Text ATranslation of Text ATranslation of Text ATranslation of Text ATranslation of Text A)
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�� !"#��

�� !"#$%&'()'*+,-.%/01234567$89:;<=>>2?5

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-�./0123456789:-�;4<=>?@ABC'

�� !"#$%&'()��*+,-./0)��"12345678.9:/0.;<=

��  !"#$%&'()*+,-./0#$123345!6789:;<=>&?@6A

�� !"�!#$%&'()*+,-./0$123456789:�;<�=5>?���

�� !"#$ %&'()*+,-#)*.$ /012(34456789:;<=>

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-�.$/�-$0�12!-345*6%78(*9

�� !"#$%&"'(

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-.%/01�,23345678+9,:33;<=

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012345678)9:;<)=)>"?@A/0

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01234567#89.:;<=(>?@A3BC

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01)23456./07)89:;<=5>?'.

�� !"#$%&"'()*+,-./01�2&34.5678

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123)*45678�923+":5'(/

�� !"#$%"&'()*+,-./%0-.�1234"560789:;-#<"1

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./"01)*234567'89:;-.<=>?@AB

�� !"#$%%��� !"#$%&'()*+,-�./0#12345#678�9:

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-.$/+012345678�9:;)<=+>?$@A

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0(123456789:;<=(>?@)*+AB

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01./2$3456789:;<=;>?@ABC

�� !!"#$%&'()*+,-.�/0�12!!3456789':;<=*+>?

�� !"�#$%&'()*+,-./�012

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012"3+456789:,;<=>?2@A

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0123)4567,$89:;<=26!

�� !"#$%&'())*+,-./0123,- 40))567'(89:;<

�� !"#$ %&'!(')*+,-./012 3,45'6/078 9:;<=>

�� !"#$%#&'()*+,-.'(/0+,123456#7189":;9(<=

��� !"#$% &'()*+,-./0123456*75689.:;<=>��>?

��� !"#$%&'�� !"#$%��
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4  �� ! (Translation of Memorable QuotesTranslation of Memorable QuotesTranslation of Memorable QuotesTranslation of Memorable QuotesTranslation of Memorable Quotes)

� �� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0�� !"#$%&'()*+

��� !�H. ���Robert H. Shaffer�

� �� !"�� !"#$%&'(�� !"#$%&'()*

��� !��� ��� �Oliver Wendell Holmes�

5  �� !�Key to the ExercisesKey to the ExercisesKey to the ExercisesKey to the ExercisesKey to the Exercises�

Pre-class Work
II
Listen to the recording of the text, read it through, and then fill in the blanks in the

following sentences to see whether you have grasped the main ideas of the article.

1. purpose; training; practical/professional/job

2. had just started teaching; he had to study literature; become a pharmacist/specialize in pharmacy

3. be taught/learned; useful; make a living/support your family; philosophy, history, literature, art, music

4. mechanized savages; push-button Neanderthals; developed/educated human beings

5. we can start from what the past learned

6. peculiar accomplishment; the mind and experience

7. knowledge, human experience and wisdom

8. humorous and sarcastic

More Work on the Text
II Vocabulary
1. Practice using the rules of word formation.

1) Examine how the words “specialize” and “simplify” are formed. Find out the meaning of

the suffixes “-ize” and “-fy” with the help of a dictionary.

specialize: special + ize

simplify: simpl(e) + (i)fy

�� 1. ���-ize�� !"#$%"&'()"*+, (1) �� !"##��� � 

�� !""# $ modernize�(2) ��  !"#$ crystallize�(3) �� !"#

� hospitalize�
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2. �� “-fy” �� !"#$!%&'(!)���� !��  !"� purify�

3. �� “-ise” �� �!"#$% &“-ify” � “-fy”�� !

2) Turn the following nouns or adjectives into verbs that end with the suffix “-ize” and vice

versa. Add more words to the list.

Noun/Adjective

capital �����

central

final

hospital

ideal

natural

social

Verb

capitalize

centralize

finalize

hospitalize

idealize

naturalize

socialize

3) Turn the following nouns or adjectives into verbs that end with “-fy (-ify)”. Add more

words to the list.

Noun/Adjective

apology

civil

fertile

industrial

real

special

western

Verb

����� apologize

civilize

fertilize

industrialize

realize

specialize

westernize

Noun/Adjective

clarity �����

class

identity

intense

just

Verb

clarify

classify

identify

intensify

justify

Noun/Adjective

note �����

pure

quality

simple

unity

Verb

notify

purify

qualify

simplify

unify

4) Complete the sentences based on the Chinese given in the brackets.

(1) fertilize (4) hospitalized (7) modernize (10) justify (13) classified

(2) realize (5) westernized (8) purified (11) identified (14) terrified

(3) summarized (6) criticized (9) qualify (12) simplified

2. Give words or expressions with similar meanings.

1) achievement 5) opportunity   9) to produce 13) to be enough

2) to suppose 6) great tragedy/misfortune 10) to keep/to keep up/to continue

3) effort 7) to be used/to be kept busy 11) apparent/clear

4) profession/occupation 8) quite 12) to raise/to bring up
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3. Pick out new idiomatic expressions in the text.

to be fresh out of/from �� !!"��  !"

to point to sth. ��  

to point out ��

to reach for �� !""

to specialize in �� !"�� !"��

to generate ideas �� !

to be exposed to sth. ��  !�� !!

to be around �� !�� 

a sense of duty �� 

to average out (to a certain number) �� !""

as long as �� ��

more or less ��� ��� ��

to see to it that �� !"#$$%�� !"##

to stay out of ��  !"#�� !!"#$%

to raise a family ��

to rear a child �� !

to preside over �� ��

to do with sth. �� ��

to get to do sth. �� �� !���� !

to maintain contact with ��� !"#

to be out to do sth. �� !!"�� !!

to take care of �� ��

to be stuck (for) ��  !"#$�� !�� 

to make money ��

to have no business doing sth. �� !�� !�� !"#$

to put sb. in touch with sb. else/sth. ��� !���� /�� 

to make contact �� !

to be on one’s way to �� ��

to accept sb./sth. as ��� !��"#$��  !  

to be true of sth. ��� !"�� 

neither... nor... ��  !�  

to add to ��

in one’s attempt to do sth. �� !""#$%&

in essence �� !�� 

to succeed in �� !�""
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4. Complete the sentences with the expressions listed below in their proper form.

1) see to it that 4) average out to 7) be out to 10) are exposed to

2) do with 5) had no business 8) specialized in 11) averaged out to

3) put you in touch with 6) true of 9) are stuck 12) see to it that

5. Tick the nouns/noun phrases that often go with the verbs.
1) to acquire: a habit/a skill/a taste for foreign food/fluency in a foreign language/useful knowledge/

wealth

2) to maintain: a good relationship with sb./a railway/a large army/a speed of 40 miles per hour/control/

close contact with sb./one’s health/order/peace/stable prices

6. Choose the right word and put it in the proper form.
1) (1) tell, said (2) tell (3) talking, saying (4) said, speak/talk (5) said, spoke

2) (1) fairly (2) fairly, rather (3) rather

3) (1) sensitive (2) sensible (3) sensible

�� 1. �� !"#$%&'()tell, say, speak, talk�� !"�say�� !"#$%&'

�� !"#$%&'(say sth., say hello/goodbye/sorry, say a few words about��

“tell” �� !"#$%&'()*+,-#./0123456tell sb. (that), tell sb.

what/where/who/how, etc., tell sb. sth., tell sb. about sth.�“tell” �� !"#a story/lie/

secret�� !“talk” � “speak” �� !"#$%&'()*+,-.,/0123

��speak�� !"#$%& “speak” �� language�� !"#$%&'()*

2. “fairly” � “rather” �� “moderately” �� !"“rather” �� !"#$%&'(&

�� !"#

3. “sensitive” �� !"�#�$%&"'#()*+,-“sensible” �� !"#$#

�� !"#$%�&"#$'()

7. Examine the use of “call” in the sentence below. List other uses of the word and then
make up sentences after the models.
Other uses of call: to call sb./sth.

�� to call (vi.)

to call sb./sth. + adj.

call (n.)

�� !"#$%&'()� call off, call on, call for, call away ���

8. Give the verb pattern of the underlined parts in the sentences below; list other verbs

and then complete the sentences based on the Chinese given in the brackets.

Verb pattern: vi. + prep. + n./pron./gerund (phrase)
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Other possible verbs:

agree (on/to/with) happen (to)

point (at/out/to) belong (to)

care (about/for) insist (on/upon)

rely (on) cling (to)

interfere (in/with) resort (to)

come (into) keep (off)

see (to) complain (about/of)

listen (to) suffer (from)

concentrate (on) look (at/for/into/on...)

wait (for) depend (on)

long (for) worry (about)

1) depend, on/upon   7) was agreed on/upon

2) preside over   8) hesitating over

3) insisted on   9) resort to

4) interfere in/with 10) complaining about, rely on/upon

5) are longing for/longed for/have been longing for 11) succeeded in

6) has concentrated on

9. Put in the missing words.

  (1) varies    (2) probably    (3) other   (4) season/period/time   (5) reason   (6) powers

  (7) about    (8) then    (9) take (10) found/discovered (11) for (12) mean

(13) less  (14) are  (15) does (16) tend

III Grammar
1. Understand how grammar helps to create meaning in context.

1) Observe how future time is expressed in different ways and note what time concept they

express.

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./ 

(1)�(2)�(6) ��  to be going to�� !"#$%&'()*+,-.*+�/-

�� !"#$%&'!()

(3)�(4)�(5)�(8)�(9)�(10) �� will�� !"#$%&'($% )*+ ),

�� !"

(7)�(11)�(12) �� to be to do sth.�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0

(13) �� !"#$%&'(�)*+,-.�/01
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2) Observe the use of emphasizing coordinate conjunctions in the following sentences.

�� !"#$%&'()both... and..., not only... but (also)... �� !"#$ either... or...,

neither... nor... �� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0 !-./1234564

�� !"#(1)�(5)�(6)�(7)�� !"#$%&'((2)�(9)�� !"#$%

�� !(3)�(8)�(10)�(11)�(12)�� !"#$%&'()*(4)�

2. Complete the following sentences with one of these ways of expressing future time,

using the verbs in the brackets.

  1) will host

  2) will be completed/will have been completed

  3) will do

  4) will work/are going to work/are to work, is held

  5) will be

  6) will be

  7) will have (been) moved

  8) will be

  9) are going to learn/will be learning

10) will work/are going to work

3. Combine each pair of sentences, using the right emphasizing coordinate conjunctions.

  1) Both his sister and brother are lawyers.

  2) What they lack is not money but experience.

  3) They have come to China not only to learn Chinese, but to learn something about her culture as well.

  4) I find the new manager neither easy to get along with nor delightful to talk to.

  5) What children really want most from their parents are not material things but love and attention.

  6) Mr. Hu is not only fluent in French but also in English.

Or: Mr. Hu is fluent both in French and in English.

  7) Contrary to what people had expected, not only did he attend the meeting, but he also spoke for twenty

minutes.

  8) You may either write your essay in your regular exercise book or print out a copy if you do it on your

computer.

  9) I’m not quite sure why he didn’t show up. Either he was not interested, or he simply forgot about it.

10) A society should respect both its scientists and its garbage collectors.

11) Neither the teachers nor the students believe there is any shortcut in learning English.

12) The purpose of a university is to produce people who are both specialists and civilized citizens.
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4. Construct questions for the answers.

1) Who is the essay written for?

2) What was the writer doing/teaching at that time?

3) What did the boy go to college for? (What was the boy’s purpose for going to college?)

4) Why did the boy go to the teacher’s office one day? (What did the boy go to the teacher’s office to

complain about?)

5) What is the difference between a university and a technical training school according to the writer?

(How does the writer try to distinguish a university from a technical training school?)

6) What does the writer think a person should be doing when he is neither working nor sleeping?

7) Was the student convinced by what the teacher said?

8) Do you agree with what the writer says about the purpose of a university?

5. Put in the right preposition from the list below.

1) as, on 2) like 3) out of 4) For/On, along with

5) By/Near, behind, in, with 6) as, in, in, from, to/into, at/from

7) about, to, from, with/before, near, from, in, in, on, like

8) across/upon, of, around/round, on, in, for, by, off, into, under, to, on, onto, under

IV Written Work
Suppose you are the writer: write in about 130 words what you would say to the tall

student about the purpose of a university.

Sample:

I would tell him that a university has two purposes in its existence. One is for training and the other is

for education. It is not only to help its students acquire knowledge and professional skills necessary for their

future work, but also to put them in touch with the great minds of the past so that they will be developed

humans. In other words, the business of a university is to turn out specialists who are at the same time

civilized citizens. If a university is to give job training without humanistic education, it will only produce

mechanized savages and has no real existence. (105 words)

1. Hanoch McCarty

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-.�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0(12

�� !"#$% &'()*+,-./012/3456789:;<=>-?!5

6 �� BBBBB �� (Notes to Text BNotes to Text BNotes to Text BNotes to Text BNotes to Text B)
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A 4th Course of Chicken Soup for the Soul, Acts of Kindness��

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-!./0!123&456678,9:;<=

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01234567+89:,;<=>+?<@

�� !"#$%&'

2. Tossed around on seas of hormones, pushed and pulled by the winds of impulses, and

drawn by the hope of hidden treasure in relationships with friends and others,

adolescents can sometimes drown in all the confusion. (Para. 1)

Adolescents are really having a hard time. On the way of growth, they always seem restless and

impulsive, unable to control themselves. Yet they also wish to get along with other people and

enjoy good personal relationships. As a result, it is often difficult for them to understand what is

happening around them as well as themselves.

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01203456789-:;<=>?@A!

�� !"#$%&'(%) “tossed”�“pushed and pulled”�“drawn” �� !"#$%

�� !"#$%&'()*'+,-./012�34567&8-9:;<=>?@

“hormones”�� !"#$%&'()*+“impulses”�� !"#$%&'()*+$

�� !"#$%&'(()*+,-./01!23456+789:;#<=/>?

�� !"#$%&“seas of hormones”�“winds of impulses”���

hormone: chemical substance produced by your body that influences its growth, development and

condition �� !"#

3. My mind raced with angry thoughts about my father. (Para. 4�����

My mind worked faster than usual when I was thinking about my father because I was so angry

and excited at that time.

4. I was stuck in my egocentricity... (Para. 4�����

�� !�"#$%&"''

egocentric: �� !"�#�$"%&'()*+,-./0)1�2�345678

�� !"#$%&'()*� $+,-.$/012345$67'89:;<=>

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0)123 “egocentricity” �� !

5. If you ask a question, I’ll do my level best to answer it. (Para. 7)

I’ll try as hard as possible to answer your question.

6. All that glitters is not gold. (Para. 8�����

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./01234&5678 9:;<=>?2@A

�� “glitter” �� “glister”�
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7. Social issues, political issues, personal issues all were grist for the mill in this class.

(Para. 9�����

Any social, political or personal issue can be made use of for the purpose of class discussion, i.e.

our discussion and exploration cover a wide range of topics.

8. I couldn’t use these time-worn, time-tested methods to pass. (Para. 10�����

To cope with this class, I could not go on adopting these old methods that had been used and proved

effective over a long period of time.

9. A stitch in time gathers no moss. (Para. 11�����

�� !"#$%&'()*�+,-./012345!67!89':�) “A stitch

in time saves nine”�� !"#$ %&��� !" “A rolling stone gathers no moss”��

�� !"#$�%&��� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0�12.345678

�� !"#$%&'()*+,-./012$34567-89:“I covered myself

with humor, which had always been my best defense against unwanted closeness”��

10. The moment I reached my seat, I felt overwhelmed with dread. (Para. 14)

When I sat down, I felt so anxious and worried that I couldn’t think clearly.

11. I constantly complained about my folks, and all the guys nodded sagely. (Para. 18�����

I kept on complaining about my parents and other students sympathized with me as if they were

wise and experienced.

12. These folks who were paying the tuition were certainly an interfering bunch of fools,

weren’t they? (Para. 18)

�� !"#$%&'()*+�,-./0#123456�6789:;<#=>?

��� !"#$%&'(

13. Sidney Simon’s innocent-seeming question punctured that balloon. (Para. 19)

Though the question asked by Sidney Simon seemed to be very simple and without intending to

offend anyone, it destroyed the false beliefs that I had held.

�� !"#$%&'()*+, “balloon” �� !"#$%&'()*+,-./0

�� !"#$%&'()

14. I wanted to be an actor, not a reactor. (Para. 22�����

I wanted to take control of my own life instead of being a passive person.
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15. I went from constant anger and constant avoidance of the necessary in my life to

become someone who was energized, excited, purposeful and even joyful. (Para. 25)

I no longer indulged myself in the feelings of anger, nor did I try to avoid doing the things I needed

to do. Instead, I changed into an active, positive and even happy person, full of spirits and with a

strong sense of purpose.




